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1 EDITORIAL 2

1 Editorial

Welcome to edition 109 of the ExoPlanet News!

A big thank you to all who contributed to this issue of the newsletter. However, as you can see, the number of
abstracts and announcements is comparatively small this time and we have been discussing internally whether this
has to do with the FIFA world-cup or whether the summer vacation period already kicked in... Whatever the reason,
please consider submitting your paper abstract, job ad or meeting announcement to ExoPlanet News; more than
1400 subscribers are interested to hear about it!

Despite the small number, we have an interesting mix of topics covered by the abstracts submitted this month and,
as you can see, we also have another monthly update from NASA’s Exoplanet Archive team this time announcing
the New Composite Planet Data Table – feedback welcome!

Concerning the information available on the ExoPlanet News webpage (http://nccr-planets.ch/exoplanetnews/) we
are still welcoming suggestions from the community what to further include and / or improve. Please do not hesitate
to get in touch with us.

The current Latex template for submitting contributions of any kind, as well as all previous editions of ExoPlanet
News, can also be found on the webpage mentioned above. As usual, we would be happy to receive feedback
concerning the newsletter.

The next issue of will appear August 13, 2018.

Thanks for all your support and best regards from Switzerland

Sascha P. Quanz
Yann Alibert
Adrien Leleu
Christoph Mordasini

Univ. of Bern, Univ. of Geneva, ETH Zürich, Univ. of Zürich, EPF Lausanne
The National Centers of Competence in Research (NCCR) are a research instrument
of the Swiss National Science Foundation.
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2 Abstracts of refereed papers
The 55 Cnc system reassessed

V. Bourrier1, X. Dumusque1, C. Dorn2, G.W. Henry3, N. Astudillo-Defru4, J. Rey1, B. Benneke5, G. Hébrard6,7,
C. Lovis1, B.O. Demory8, C. Moutou9,10, D. Ehrenreich1
1 Observatoire de l’Université de Genève, 51 chemin des Maillettes, 1290 Sauverny, Switzerland
2 University of Zurich, Institut of Computational Sciences, University of Zurich, Winterthurerstrasse 190, CH-8057, Zurich, Switzerland.
3 Center of Excellence in Information Systems, Tennessee State University, Nashville, Tennessee 37209, USA.
4 Universidad de Concepción, Departamento de Astronomı́a, Casilla 160-C, Concepción, Chile
5 Département de Physique, Université de Montréal, Montreal, H3T J4, Canada
6 CNRS, UMR 7095, Institut d’Astrophysique de Paris, 98bis boulevard Arago, F-75014 Paris, France
7 UPMC Univ. Paris 6, UMR 7095, Institut d’Astrophysique de Paris, 98bis boulevard Arago, F-75014 Paris, France
8 University of Bern, Center for Space and Habitability, Sidlerstrasse 5, CH-3012 Bern, Switzerland.
9 CFHT/CNRS, 65-1238 Mamalahoa Highway, Kamuela HI 96743, USA
10 Aix Marseille Univ, CNRS, LAM, Laboratoire d’Astrophysique de Marseille, Marseille, France

Astronomy & Astrophysics, in press (arXiv:1807.04301)

Orbiting a bright, nearby star the 55 Cnc system offers a rare opportunity to study a multiplanet system that has
a wide range of planetary masses and orbital distances. Using two decades of photometry and spectroscopy data,
we have measured the rotation of the host star and its solar-like magnetic cycle. Accounting for this cycle in our
velocimetric analysis of the system allows us to revise the properties of the outermost giant planet and its four plan-
etary companions. The innermost planet 55 Cnc e is an unusually close-in super-Earth, whose transits have allowed
for detailed follow-up studies. Recent observations favor the presence of a substantial atmosphere yet its composi-
tion, and the nature of the planet, remain unknown. We combined our derived planet mass (Mp = 8.0±0.3 MEarth)
with refined measurement of its optical radius derived from HST/STIS observations (Rp = 1.88±0.03 REarth over
530-750 nm) to revise the density of 55 Cnc e (ρ = 6.7±0.4 g cm−3). Based on these revised properties we have
characterized possible interiors of 55 Cnc e using a generalized Bayesian model. We confirm that the planet is likely
surrounded by a heavyweight atmosphere, contributing a few percents of the planet radius. While we cannot ex-
clude the presence of a water layer underneath the atmosphere, this scenario is unlikely given the observations of
the planet across the entire spectrum and its strong irradiation. Follow-up observations of the system in photometry
and in spectroscopy over different time-scales are needed to further investigate the nature and origin of this iconic
super-Earth.
Download/Website: https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.04301

Contact: vincent.bourrier@unige.ch

Figure 1: Bourrier et al.: Refined mass and radius of 55
Cnc e (shown in red) in comparison with four mass-radius-
relationships of idealized rocky interiors: a pure water com-
position, the least-dense purely-silicate interior represented by
MgSiO3, an interior of an iron core and a iron-free mantle that
fits the stellar refractory abundances of 55 Cnc, and an Earth-
like composition. We show exoplanets with mass known to bet-
ter than 30% (error bars represent 1-σ uncertainties on their
mass and radius).
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Quantifying the observational effort required for the radial velocity
characterization of TESS planets

R. Cloutier1,2,3, R. Doyon3, F. Bouchy4, G. Hébrard5
1 Dept. of Astronomy & Astrophysics, University of Toronto, 50 St. George Street, M5S 3H4, Toronto, ON, Canada
2 Centre for Planetary Sciences, Dept. of Physical & Environmental Sciences, University of Toronto Scarborough, 1265 Military Trail, M1C
1A4, Toronto, ON, Canada
3 Institut de Recherche sur les Exoplanètes, département de physique, Université de Montréal, C.P. 6128 Succ. Centre-ville, H3C 3J7, Montréal,
QC, Canada
4 Observatoire Astronomique de l’Université de Genève, 51 chemin des Maillettes, 1290 Versoix, Switzerland
5 Institut d’astrophysique de Paris

The Astronomical Journal, in press

The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite will conduct a 2-year long wide-field survey searching for transiting
planets around bright stars. Many TESS discoveries will be amenable to mass characterization via ground-based
radial velocity measurements with any of a growing suite of existing and anticipated velocimeters in the opti-
cal and near-infrared. In this study we present an analytical formalism to compute the number of radial velocity
measurements—and hence the total observing time—required to characterize RV planet masses with the inclusion
of either a white or correlated noise activity model. We use our model to calculate the total observing time required
to measure all TESS planet masses from the expected TESS planet yield while relying on our current understanding
of the targeted stars, stellar activity, and populations of unseen planets which inform the expected radial velocity
precision. We also present specialized calculations applicable to a variety of interesting TESS planet subsets includ-
ing the characterization of 50 planets smaller than 4 Earth radii which is expected to take as little as 60 nights of
observation. Although, the efficient RV characterization of such planets requires a-priori knowledge of the ‘best’
targets which we argue can be identified prior to the conclusion of the TESS planet search based on our calculations.
Our results highlight the comparable performance of optical and near-IR spectrographs for most planet populations
except for Earths and temperate TESS planets which are more efficiently characterized in the near-IR. Lastly, we
present an online tool to the community to compute the total observing times required to detect any transiting planet
using a user-defined spectrograph.
Download/Website: https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.01263
Contact: cloutier@astro.utoronto.ca
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Figure 2: Cloutier et al.: The cumulative observing time required to
complete the TESS level one science requirement of measuring the
masses of 50 planets smaller than 4 Earth radii using radial veloc-
ity measurements. Solid curves in the upper panel represent the most
efficient characterization of 50 such TESS planets with either a fidu-
cial optical or near-IR spectrograph. The suite of thin curves repre-
sent random subsets of planets smaller than 4 Earth radii which re-
quire much more observing time to characterize 50 such planets. The
bottom panel shows the first time derivative of the solid cumulative
observing time curves and represents the observing efficiency as the
number of RV planet detections per hour of observing time.
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Formation of hot Jupiters through disk migration and evolving stellar tides
R. Heller1
1 Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research, Justus-von-Liebig-Weg 3, 37077 Göttingen, Germany

Astronomy & Astrophysics, (1806.04672)

Since the discovery of Jupiter-sized planets in extremely close orbits around Sun-like stars, several mechanisms
have been proposed to produce these “hot Jupiters”. None of them addressed the pile-up of giant planets at 0.05 AU
observed in stellar radial velocity surveys, their longterm orbital stability in the presence of stellar tides, and their
occurrence rate of 1.2 (±0.38)% at the same time. Here we calculate the combined torques on the planet from
both the dissipation by the stellar dynamical tide and from the protoplanetary disk in the type II migration regime.
The disk is modelled as a 2D non-isothermal viscous disk and parameterized to reproduce the minimum-mass solar
nebula. The planet is on a circular orbit in the disk midplane and in the star’s equatorial plane. We show that the
torques from star-planet and planet-disk interaction can add up to zero beyond the co-rotation radius around young,
solar-type stars, where inwards migration would stop. Monte Carlo simulations with plausible variations of our
nominal parameterization of the star-disk-planet model predict a survival rate of 28.4 % against tidal destruction.
Once the protoplanetary disk has gone, the surviving hot Jupiters are pushed outward from their tidal migration
barrier and pile up at about 0.05 AU, as we demonstrate using a numerical implementation of a stellar dynamical
tide model coupled with stellar evolution tracks. Orbital decay is negligible on a billion year time scale due to
the contraction of the highly dissipative convective envelopes in young Sun-like stars. We also find that the lower
pile-up efficiency around metal-poor stars partly explains the absence of a hot Jupiter pile-up in the Kepler data.
When combined with the observed hot Jupiter occurrence rate, our results for the survival rate imply a hot Jupiter
formation rate of 4.2 (±1.3)% around sun-like stars, or roughly one hot Jupiter initially forming around every 25th
sun-like star. This value depends on the distribution of the relevant star and disk properties and can change by a
factor of a few within reasonable margins. Our scenario reconciles models and observations of young spinning stars
with the observed hot Jupiter pile up and hot Jupiter occurrence rates.
Download/Website: https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.06601
Contact: heller@mps.mpg.de
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Figure 3: Heller: Evolution of the spin and orbital properties of a Sun-
like star (initial rotation period 1.4 d, metallicity Z = 0.0134) as per
Amard et al. (2016) and Bolmont et al. (2017) and orbital evolution of
a hot Jupiter population. (a) Frequency-averaged tidal dissipation fac-
tor and (b) rotation period of the star during the first 10 Myr of stellar
evolution. (c) Tidally-driven orbital evolution of a single planet on a
grid of 100 equally-spaced initial orbits. Orbital decay is calculated
assuming zero eccentricity and according to the dynamical tide model
with stellar evolution as per (a) and (b).
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Cometary impactors on the TRAPPIST-1 planets can destroy all planetary
atmospheres and rebuild secondary atmospheres on planets f, g, h

Q. Kral1,2, M. Wyatt1, A. Triaud2, S. Marino1, P. Thébault3, O. Shorttle1,4
1 Institute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HA, UK
2 School of Physics & Astronomy, University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 2TT, UK
3 LESIA-Observatoire de Paris, UPMC Univ. Paris 06, Univ. Paris-Diderot, France
4 Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge, Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3EQ, UK

MNRAS, in press (arXiv:1802.05034)

The TRAPPIST-1 system is unique in that it has a chain of seven terrestrial Earth-like planets located close to or
in its habitable zone. In this paper, we study the effect of potential cometary impacts on the TRAPPIST-1 planets
and how they would affect the primordial atmospheres of these planets. We consider both atmospheric mass loss
and volatile delivery with a view to assessing whether any sort of life has a chance to develop. We ran N-body
simulations to investigate the orbital evolution of potential impacting comets, to determine which planets are more
likely to be impacted and the distributions of impact velocities. We consider three scenarios that could potentially
throw comets into the inner region (i.e within 0.1au where the seven planets are located) from an (as yet undetected)
outer belt similar to the Kuiper belt or an Oort cloud: Planet scattering, the Kozai-Lidov mechanism and Galactic
tides. For the different scenarios, we quantify, for each planet, how much atmospheric mass is lost and what mass of
volatiles can be delivered over the age of the system depending on the mass scattered out of the outer belt. We find
that the resulting high velocity impacts can easily destroy the primordial atmospheres of all seven planets, even if
the mass scattered from the outer belt is as low as that of the Kuiper belt. However, we find that the atmospheres of
the outermost planets f, g and h can also easily be replenished with cometary volatiles (e.g. ∼ an Earth ocean mass
of water could be delivered). These scenarios would thus imply that the atmospheres of these outermost planets
could be more massive than those of the innermost planets, and have volatiles-enriched composition.
Download/Website: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/doi/10.1093/mnras/sty1677

Contact: qkral@ast.cam.ac.uk

The TROY project: II. Multi-technique constraints on exotrojans in nine planetary
systems

J. Lillo-Box1, A. Leleu2, H. Parviainen3,4,5, P. Figueira1,6, M. Mallonn7, A.C.M. Correia8,9,10, N.C. Santos6,11,
P. Robutel8, M. Lendl12, H.M.J. Boffin13, J.P. Faria6,11, D. Barrado14, J. Neal6,11
1 European Southern Observatory (ESO), Alonso de Cordova 3107, Vitacura Casilla 19001, Santiago 19, Chile
2 Physics Institute, Space Research and Planetary Sciences, Center for Space and Habitability - NCCR PlanetS, University of Bern, Bern,
Switzerland
3 Instituto de Astrofśica de Canarias (IAC), E-38200 La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain
4 Dept. Astrofśica, Universidad de La Laguna (ULL), E-38206 La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain
5 Sub-department of Astrophysics, Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Oxford, OX1 3RH, UK
6 Instituto de Astrofı́sica e Ciências do Espaço, Universidade do Porto, CAUP, Rua das Estrelas, PT4150-762 Porto, Portugal
7 Leibniz-Institut für Astrophysik Potsdam, An der Sternwarte 16, D-14482 Potsdam, Germany
8 IMCCE, Observatoire de Paris - PSL Research University, UPMC Univ. Paris 06, Univ. Lille 1, CNRS, 77 Avenue Denfert- Rochereau, 75014
Paris, France
9 Department of Physics, University of Coimbra, 3004-516 Coimbra, Portugal
10 CIDMA, Departamento de Fı́sica, Universidade de Aveiro, Campus de Santiago, 3810-193 Aveiro, Portugal
11 Departamento de Fı́sica e Astronomia, Faculdade de Ciências, Universidade do Porto, Portugal
12 Space Research Institute, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Schmiedlstr. 6, 8042 Graz, Austria
13 ESO, Karl Schwarzschild Strasse 2, 85748 Garching, Germany
14 Depto. de Astrofı́sica, Centro de Astrobiologı́a (CSIC-INTA), ESAC campus 28692 Villanueva de la Cañada (Madrid), Spain

Astronomy & Astrophysics, in press (arXiv:180700773L)

Co-orbital bodies are the byproduct of planet formation and evolution, as we know from the Solar System. Although
planet-size co-orbitals do not exists in our planetary system, dynamical studies show that they can remain stable for
long periods of time in the gravitational well of massive planets. Should they exist, their detection is feasible with
the current instrumentation. In this paper, we present new ground-based observations searching for these bodies co-
orbiting with nine close-in (P<5 days) planets, using different observing techniques. The combination of all of them
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allows us to restrict the parameter space of any possible trojan in the system. We use multi-technique observations
(radial velocity, precision photometry and transit timing variations), both newly acquired in the context of the TROY
project and publicly available, to constrain the presence of planet-size trojans in the Lagrangian points of nine known
exoplanets. We find no clear evidence of trojans in these nine systems through any of the techniques used down to
the precision of the observations. However, this allows us to constrain the presence of any potential trojan in the
system, specially in the trojan mass/radius versus libration amplitude plane. In particular, we can set upper mass
limits in the super-Earth mass regime for six of the studied systems.
Download/Website: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2018arXiv180700773L

Contact: jlillobox@eso.org
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The Exoplanet Population Observation Simulator. I - The Inner Edges of
Planetary Systems

Gijs D. Mulders1,2, Ilaria Pascucci1,2,3, Dániel Apai4,1,2,3, Fred J. Ciesla5,2
1 Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, The University of Arizona, 1629 E University Blvd, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA
2 Earths in Other Solar Systems Team, NASA Nexus for Exoplanet System Science
3 Max Planck Institute for Astronomy, K’́onigstuhl 17, Heidelberg, D-69117, Germany
4 Department of Astronomy, The University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA
5 Department of the Geophysical Sciences, The University of Chicago, 5734 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637

The Astronomical Journal, 2018AJ....156...24M

The Kepler survey provides a statistical census of planetary systems out to the habitable zone. Because most planets
are non-transiting, orbital architectures are best estimated using simulated observations of ensemble populations.
Here, we introduce epos, the Exoplanet Population Observation Simulator, to estimate the prevalence and orbital
architectures of multi-planet systems based on the latest Kepler data release, DR25. We estimate that at least 42% of
sun-like stars have nearly coplanar planetary systems with 7 or more exoplanets. The fraction of stars with at least
one planet within 1 au could be as high as 100% depending on assumptions about the distribution of single transiting
planets. We estimate an occurrence rate of planets in the habitable zone around sun-like stars of η⊕ = 36 ± 14%.
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The innermost planets in multi-planet systems are clustered around an orbital period of 10 days (0.1 au), reminiscent
of the protoplanetary disk inner edge or could be explained by a planet trap at that location. Only a small fraction
of planetary systems have the innermost planet at long orbital periods, with fewer than ≈ 8% and ≈ 3% having no
planet interior to the orbit of Mercury and Venus, respectively. These results reinforce the view that the solar system
is not a typical planetary system, but an outlier among the distribution of known exoplanetary systems. We predict
that at least half of the habitable zone exoplanets are accompanied by (non-transiting) planets at shorter orbital
periods, hence knowledge of a close-in exoplanet could be used as a way to optimize the search for Earth-size
planets in the Habitable Zone with future direct imaging missions.
Download/Website: http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2018AJ....156...24M

Contact: mulders@uchicago.edu

Figure 5: Mulders et al.: Best-fit distribution of
planetary system properties from Kepler (blue)
compared to the solar system terrestrial planets
(red letters). The inclinations of the terrestrial
planets are with respect to the invariable plane.
The orbital periods, radii, inclinations, and pe-
riod ratios of the terrestrial planets lie near the
peak of the distribution of Kepler systems. The
only notable exception is the orbital period of
the innermost planet, where Mercury (92th per-
centile) and Venus (97th percentile) lie in the tail
of the distribution.

3 Jobs & Positions
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NExScI ExoFOP-TESS Postdoctoral Scholar

David R. Ciardi, NExScI Chief Scientist

Pasadena, CA USA, Applications Due 31 August 2018

The NASA Exoplanet Science Institute (NExScI; http://nexsci.caltech.edu) at the California Institute of Tech-
nology has an immediate opening for a Postdoctoral Scholar to work on ExoFOP-TESS. The ExoFOP-TESS web-
site (https://exofop.ipac.caltech.edu/tess/) is a service to help the community organize and share observations, data,
and information regarding the follow-up observations of planetary candidates discovered by the recently launched
Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS).

The Postdoctoral Scholar will participate scientifically in the TESS Follow-Up Observation Program (TFOP;
https://tess.gsfc.nasa.gov/ground based followup.html). As part of those duties, the Postdoctoral Scholar will work
with the NExScI staff to assist with the community use of the ExoFOP services and to help coordinate the commu-
nity interaction with the TFOP Working Group.

NExScI is part of IPAC, which is a research center currently supporting several space- and ground-based ob-
servatories and surveys including Spitzer, NEOWISE, ZTF, and LSST. The Postdoctoral Scholar will have access to
telescopes on Palomar and other observing facilities, and be part of the vibrant research environment of Pasadena,
CA.

The Postdoctoral Scholar will participate in the TFOP Working Group (TFOP WG) helping to coordinate and
facilitate communication between the TFOP WG, the community, and the ExoFOP-TESS team at NExScI. As part
of this effort, the candidate will participate in the TFOP scientific activities related to the TESS exoplanet candi-
date follow-up and characterization program. The Postdoctoral Scholar will also be expected to pursue a scientific
program related to the TESS exoplanet candidate follow-up and characterization or other exoplanet research.
Basic Qualifications:

• Candidates should have obtained, by the starting date, a PhD in Astronomy, Physics, or a related scientific
field.

• Experience in observational astronomy – particularly related to the follow-up of exoplanets.

• Strong communication skills, and the ability to work well with others on a small team.

To apply, please send CV, publication list, statement of research, and the names and contact information of three
references to Mary Ellen Barba (meb@ipac.caltech.edu) no later than 31 August 2018.

Preference will be given to candidates who can start by 01 December 2018.
We are an equal opportunity employer and all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment

without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, or national origin, disability status,
protected veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by law.
Download/Website: https://jobregister.aas.org/ad/bed9df77

Contact: meb@ipac.caltech.edu
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4 Exoplanet Archive Updates
June Updates at the NASA Exoplanet Archive

The NASA Exoplanet Archive team
Caltech/IPAC-NASA Exoplanet Science Institute, MC 100-22 Pasadena CA 91125

Pasadena CA USA, July 11, 2018

June 15, 2018

Announcing the New Composite Planet Data Table!

In response to user requests, we’ve created the Composite Planet Data Table—a more complete table of planet
parameters drawn from multiple references and/or calculations. This table is intended to help users who need a
more “filled in” table to enable a statistical view of the known exoplanet population and their host environments.
Each parameter’s reference is provided in the table: http://bit.ly/2l84Qw9

Please use this table’s information on any one planet or stellar host with caution, as the parameters in a given row
may not be self-consistent.

Learn more about the table, and its caveats, on its About page (http://bit.ly/2HPW8LX), and get details on
how the archive calculates the table’s values on the Composite Calculations page. http://bit.ly/2LLQcG0

Access the table from its button in the Work With Data area of the home page, or from the Data pull-down menu on
any archive web page. The Composite Planet Data table is also accessible through the our application programming
interface (API). Read the API User Guide to learn how to construct a query for command-line or automated data
retrieval. All of the available planet and stellar parameters and their descriptions are listed in the Composite Planet
Data Table Definitions document.

If you are not sure whether to use the original Confirmed Planets table, the Extended Planet Data table,
or the new Composite Planet Data table for your research, see the graphic that illustrates their differences:
http://bit.ly/2m2FNeu. More explanation is provided in the About the Composite Planet Data Table
document.

Once you’ve had a chance to work with the new table, please let us know what you think! Contact us through social
media, or submit a Helpdesk ticket.

June 7, 2018

We’ve added five more planets this week: HD 47366 b and c, HD 89345 b (a.k.a. K2-234 b), EPIC 211945201 b
(a.k.a. K2-236 b), and NGTS-3 A b. View their data on their respective Planet Host or Confirmed Planet overview
pages, or go to the Confirmed Planet interactive table: http://bit.ly/2MqFnub
Download/Website: https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu

Contact: mharbut@caltech.edu
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5 As seen on astro-ph
The following list contains all the entries relating to exoplanets that we spotted on astro-ph during June 2018.

June 2018

astro-ph/1806.00018: Is extraterrestrial life suppressed on subsurface ocean worlds due to the paucity of
bioessential elements? by Manasvi Lingam, Abraham Loeb

astro-ph/1806.00168: The curious case of Mars formation by Jason Man Yin Woo et al.
astro-ph/1806.00314: Migration of planets in circumbinary discs by Daniel Thun, Wilhelm Kley
astro-ph/1806.00487: A Balanced Budget View on Forming Giant Planets by Pebble Accretion by Jonathan W.

Lin, Eve J. Lee, Eugene Chiang
astro-ph/1806.00518: On the Feasibility of Intense Radial Velocity Surveys for Earth-twin Discoveries by

Richard D. Hall et al.
astro-ph/1806.01154: The methane distribution and polar brightening on Uranus based on HST/STIS,

Keck/NIRC2, and IRTF/SpeX observations through 2015 by Lawrence A. Sromovsky et al.
astro-ph/1806.01181: Two planetary systems with transiting Earth-size and super-Earth planets orbiting late-

type dwarf stars by E. Diez Alonso et al.
astro-ph/1806.01284: Exocomet Orbit Fitting: Accelerating Coma Absorption During Transits of β Pictoris by

Grant M. Kennedy
astro-ph/1806.01289: Scattering of exocomets by a planet chain: exozodi levels and the delivery of cometary

material to inner planets by Sebastian Marino et al.
astro-ph/1806.01695: Suppression of atmospheric recycling of planets embedded in a protoplanetary disc by

buoyancy barrier by Hiroyuki Kurokawa, Takayuki Tanigawa
astro-ph/1806.02024: Mercury’s Internal Structure by Jean-Luc Margot et al.
astro-ph/1806.02093: Laboratory Studies of Methane and Its Relationship to Prebiotic Chemistry by Kensei

Kobayashi et al.
astro-ph/1806.02259: Magnetised winds and their influence in the escaping upper atmosphere of HD

209458b by Carolina Villarreal D’Angelo et al.
astro-ph/1806.02391: Impact of planetesimal eccentricities and material strength on the appearance of eccen-

tric debris disks by Minjae Kim et al.
astro-ph/1806.02573: A High-performance Atmospheric Radiation Package: with applications to the radiative

energy budgets of giant planets by Cheng Li et al.
astro-ph/1806.02904: Direct Imaging of the HD 35841 Debris Disk: A Polarized Dust Ring from Gemini Planet

Imager and an Outer Halo from HST/STIS by Thomas M. Esposito et al.
astro-ph/1806.02966: Effect of stochastic grain heating on cold dense clouds chemistry by Long-Fei Chen,

Qiang Chang, Hong-Wei Xi
astro-ph/1806.03122: Comparison between Laplace-Lagrange Secular Theory and Numerical Simulation by

Barbara Celi Braga Camargo, Othon Cabo Winter, Dietmar William Foryta
astro-ph/1806.03127: A TESS Dress Rehearsal: Planetary Candidates and Variables from K2 Campaign 17 by

Ian J. M. Crossfield et al.
astro-ph/1806.03457: ExoMol line lists - XXIX. The rotation-vibration spectrum of methyl chloride up to 1200

K by A. Owens et al.
astro-ph/1806.03469: ExoMol molecular line lists - XXVII: spectra of C2H4 by Barry P. Mant et al.
astro-ph/1806.03494: A 2 Earth Radius Planet Orbiting the Bright Nearby K-Dwarf Wolf 503 by Merrin S.

Peterson et al.
astro-ph/1806.03503: Transit timing analysis of the exoplanet TrES-5 b. Possible existence of the exoplanet

TrES-5 c by Eugene N. Sokov et al.
astro-ph/1806.03792: Subduction and atmospheric escape of Earth’s seawater constrained by hydrogen iso-

topes by Hiroyuki Kurokawa et al.
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astro-ph/1806.03870: Radial velocity follow-up of GJ1132 with HARPS. A precise mass for planet ’b’ and the
discovery of a second planet by X. Bonfils et al.

astro-ph/1806.03896: Instabilities and Flow Structures in Protoplanetary Disks: Setting the Stage for Plan-
etesimal Formation by Hubert Klahr, Thomas Pfeil, Andreas Schreiber

astro-ph/1806.03898: Efficiency of BRDF sampling and bias on the average photometric behavior by Frederic
Schmidt, Sebastien Bourguignon

astro-ph/1806.03900: The Mid Pleistocene Transition from a Budyko-Sellers Type Energy Balance Model by
Esther R. Widiasih, Malte Stuecker, Somyi Baek

astro-ph/1806.03944: Supervised Machine Learning for Analysing Spectra of Exoplanetary Atmospheres by
Pablo Marquez-Neila et al.

astro-ph/1806.04073: EPIC 201498078b: A low density Super Neptune on an eccentric orbit by Rafael Brahm
et al.

astro-ph/1806.04324: Baseline Requirements For Detecting Biosignatures with the HabEx and LUVOIR Mis-
sion Concepts by Ji Wang et al.

astro-ph/1806.04592: Atmospheric Seasonality as an Exoplanet Biosignature by Stephanie L. Olson et al.
astro-ph/1806.04617: Exoplanet Atmospheres at High Spectral Resolution by J. L. Birkby
astro-ph/1806.04672: Revisiting the exomoon candidate signal around Kepler-1625b by Kai Rodenbeck
astro-ph/1806.04683: Quantifying the Evidence for a Planet in Radial Velocity Data by Benjamin E. Nelson et

al.
astro-ph/1806.04693: Mass and Mass Scalings of Super-Earths by Yanqin Wu
astro-ph/1806.04792: Characterization of low-mass companion HD 142527 B by V. Christiaens et al.
astro-ph/1806.05125: Observability of planet-disc interactions in CO kinematics by Sebastian Perez, Simon

Casassus, Pablo Benı́tez-Llambay
astro-ph/1806.05189: A dynamical origin for planets in triple star systems by Giacomo Fragione, Abraham

Loeb, Idan Ginsburg
astro-ph/1806.05431: Self-Stirring of Debris Discs by Planetesimals Formed by Pebble Concentration by

Alexander V. Krivov, Mark Booth
astro-ph/1806.05649: Formation of Giant Planets by Gennaro D’Angelo, Jack J. Lissauer
astro-ph/1806.05700: A More Informative Map: Inverting Thermal Orbital Phase and Eclipse Lightcurves of

Exoplanets by E. Rauscher, V. Suri, N. B. Cowan
astro-ph/1806.05909: Planet Size Distribution from the Kepler Mission and its Implications for Planet Forma-

tion by Li Zeng et al.
astro-ph/1806.06005: Co-orbital resonance with a migrating proto-giant planet by Pablo Lemos, Tabaré Gal-

lardo
astro-ph/1806.06075: Stability of exomoons around the Kepler transiting circumbinary planets by Adrian S.

Hamers et al.
astro-ph/1806.06089: An absolute sodium abundance for a cloud-free ’hot Saturn’ exoplanet by Nikolay

Nikolov et al.
astro-ph/1806.06099: EPIC 246911830 b: a hot Jupiter transiting an F star, and EPIC 201498078 b: a warm

Saturn around a bright G star by M. C. Johnson et al.
astro-ph/1806.06106: A Planetary Microlensing Event with an Unusually Red Source Star: MOA-2011-BLG-

291 by David P. Bennett et al.
astro-ph/1806.06483: Chemical abundances of neutron capture elements in exoplanet-hosting stars by E. Del-

gado Mena et al.
astro-ph/1806.06601: Formation of hot Jupiters through disk migration and evolving stellar tides by René

Heller
astro-ph/1806.06636: The astrometric signal of microlensing events caused by free floating planets by Lindita

Hamolli et al.
astro-ph/1806.06822: Exploring exomoon atmospheres with an idealized general circulation model by Jacob
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Haqq-Misra, René Heller
astro-ph/1806.06835: Adiabatic Lapse Rate and Static Stability in the Venus Atmosphere calculated from Real

Gas Mixture Models by Arkopal Dutt, Sanjay S. Limaye
astro-ph/1806.06897: The Upper Atmospheres of Terrestrial Planets: Carbon Dioxide Cooling and the Earth’s

Thermospheric Evolution by Colin P. Johnstone et al.
astro-ph/1806.06960: Low mass planet migration in Hall-affected disks by Colin P. McNally et al.
astro-ph/1806.07354: From Planetesimal to Planet in Turbulent Disks. II. Formation of Gas Giant Planets by

Hiroshi Kobayashi, Hidekazu Tanaka
astro-ph/1806.07890: Turbulence-driven thermal and kinetic energy in the atmospheres of hot Jupiters by

Taeho Ryu, Michael Zingale, Rosalba Perna
astro-ph/1806.07892: Teetering Stars: Resonant Excitation of Stellar Obliquities by Hot and Warm Jupiters

with External Companions by Kassandra R. Anderson, Dong Lai
astro-ph/1806.08033: On the Rate of Abiogenesis from a Bayesian Informatics Perspective by Jingjing Chen,

David Kipping
astro-ph/1806.08147: Inhibition of the electron cyclotron maser instability in the dense magnetosphere of a

hot Jupiter by Simon Daley-Yates, Ian R. Stevens
astro-ph/1806.08185: On the minimum orbital intersection distance computation: a new effective method by

Jose M. Hedo, Manuel Ruiz, Jesus Pelaez
astro-ph/1806.08263: High-contrast imaging of HD 163296 with the Keck/NIRC2 L’-band vortex corono-

graph by G. Guidi et al.
astro-ph/1806.08368: A Compact Multi-Planet System With A Significantly Misaligned Ultra Short Period

Planet by Joseph E. Rodriguez et al.
astro-ph/1806.08388: Polar alignment of a protoplanetary disc around an eccentric binary II: Effect of binary

and disc parameters by Rebecca G. Martin, Stephen H. Lubow
astro-ph/1806.08524: Dynamical Model of Binary Asteroid Systems Using Binary Octahedrons by Yu Jiang,

Hexi Baoyin, Mo Yang
astro-ph/1806.08757: The longest period transiting planet candidate from K2 by H.A.C. Giles et al.
astro-ph/1806.08799: An Excess of Jupiter Analogs in Super-Earth Systems by Marta L. Bryan et al.
astro-ph/1806.08802: Empty gaps? Depleting annular regions in debris discs by secular resonance with a two-

planet system by Ben Yelverton, Grant M. Kennedy
astro-ph/1806.08869: Hill stability in the AMD framework by Antoine C. Petit, Jacques Laskar, Gwenaël Boué
astro-ph/1806.08959: Dynamics and Formation of the Near-Resonant K2-24 System: Insights from Transit-

Timing Variations and Radial Velocities by Erik A. Petigura et al.
astro-ph/1806.09282: Understanding Super-Earths with MINERVA-Australis at USQ’s Mount Kent Observa-

tory by Robert A Wittenmyer et al.
astro-ph/1806.09684: Probing the Hill Sphere of (486958) 2014 MU69: HST FGS Observations During the

July 17, 2017 Stellar Occultation by J. A. Kammer et al.
astro-ph/1806.09746: Dust Production Rates in the Fomalhaut Debris Disk from SOFIA/FORCAST Mid-

infrared Imaging by J. D. Adams et al.
astro-ph/1806.09917: Polluted White Dwarfs: Constraints on the Origin and Geology of Exoplanetary Mate-

rial by John H. D. Harrison, Amy Bonsor, Nikku Madhusudhan
astro-ph/1806.10032: Special cases : moons, rings, comets, trojans by Juan Cabrera et al.
astro-ph/1806.10084: Updated Compositional Models of the TRAPPIST-1 Planets by Cayman T. Unterborn,

Natalie R. Hinkel, Steven J. Desch
astro-ph/1806.10142: Measuring the Recoverability of Close Binaries in Gaia DR2 with the Robo-AO Kepler

Survey by Carl Ziegler et al.
astro-ph/1806.10148: Gas and multi-species dust dynamics in viscous protoplanetary discs: the importance of

the dust back-reaction by Giovanni Dipierro et al.
astro-ph/1806.10572: On the dynamics of pebbles in protoplanetary disks with magnetically-driven winds by
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Mohsen Shadmehri, Fazeleh Khajenabi, Martin E. Pessah
astro-ph/1806.10683: Stellar abundance of binary stars: their role in determining the formation location of

super-Earths and ice giants by Bertram Bitsch et al.
astro-ph/1806.10958: The SOPHIE search for northern extrasolar planets XIII. Two planets around M-dwarfs

Gl617A and Gl96 by M. J. Hobson et al.
astro-ph/1806.11200: UV Surface Environments and Atmospheres of Earth-like Planets Orbiting White

Dwarfs by Thea Kozakis, Lisa Kaltenegger, D. W. Hoard
astro-ph/1806.11234: Survival Function Analysis of Planet Size Distribution with GAIA Data Release 2 Up-

dates by Li Zeng et al.
astro-ph/1806.11252: Abundances of ordinary chondrites in thermally evolving planetesimals by S. Wakita, Y.

Hasegawa, T. Nozawa
astro-ph/1806.11504: 44 Validated Planets from K2 Campaign 10 by John H. Livingston et al.
astro-ph/1806.11567: Orbital and atmospheric characterization of the planet within the gap of the PDS 70

transition disk by A. Müller et al.
astro-ph/1806.11568: Discovery of a planetary-mass companion within the gap of the transition disk around

PDS 70 by M. Keppler et al.
astro-ph/1806.00012: Spatially resolved spectroscopy across stellar surfaces. III. Photospheric Fe I lines across

HD189733A (K1 V) by Dainis Dravins, Martin Gustavsson, Hans-Günter Ludwig
astro-ph/1806.02881: Fast Coherent Differential Imaging on Ground-Based Telescopes using the Self-

Coherent Camera by Benjamin L. Gerard, Christian Marois, Raphaël Galicher
astro-ph/1806.02906: ExoGAN: Retrieving Exoplanetary Atmospheres Using Deep Convolutional Generative

Adversarial Networks by Tiziano Zingales, Ingo Peter Waldmann
astro-ph/1806.03279: ExoMol line lists XXVIII: The rovibronic spectrum of AlH by Sergei N. Yurchenko et al.
astro-ph/1806.04145: A-type Stars, the Destroyers of Worlds: The lives and deaths of Jupiters in evolving

stellar binaries by Alexander P. Stephan, Smadar Naoz, B. Scott Gaudi
astro-ph/1806.05183: Spiral Arms in Disks: Planets or Gravitational Instability? by Ruobing Dong, Joan R.

Najita, Sean Brittain
astro-ph/1806.06074: Dwarf carbon stars are likely metal-poor binaries and unlikely hosts to carbon plan-

ets by Lewis J. Whitehouse et al.
astro-ph/1806.06574: Empirical relations for the accurate estimation of stellar masses and radii by Andy Moya

et al.
astro-ph/1806.06980: Measurements of diffusion of volatiles in amorphous solid water: application to inter-

stellar medium environments by Jiao He, SM Emtiaz, Gianfranco Vidali
astro-ph/1806.07675: Gravitational fragmentation and formation of giant protoplanets on tens-of-au orbits by

Eduard I. Vorobyov
astro-ph/1806.07680: Physics of Eclipsing Binaries. III. Spin-Orbit Misalignment by Martin Horvat et al.
astro-ph/1806.07707: Chemistry in disks. XI. Sulfur-bearing species as tracers of protoplanetary disk physics

and chemistry: the DM Tau case by D. Semenov
astro-ph/1806.07899: Improving dynamical mass constraints for intermediate-period substellar companions

using Gaia DR2 by Per Calissendorff, Markus Janson
astro-ph/1806.08014: The Solar Twin Planet Search: The age - chromospheric activity relation by Diego

Lorenzo-Oliveira et al.
astro-ph/1806.08050: Portable Adaptive Optics for exoplanet imaging by Deqing Ren et al.
astro-ph/1806.08305: kima: Exoplanet detection in radial velocities by J. P. Faria et al.
astro-ph/1806.09252: Sub-millimeter non-contaminated detection of the disk around TWA 7 by ALMA by A.

Bayo et al.
astro-ph/1806.09425: ViSiON: Visibility Service for Observing Nights by Benoit Carry, Jerome Berthier
astro-ph/1806.09427: The galactic rate of second and third generation disc and planet formation by Miriam

Hogg, Graham Wynn, Chris Nixon
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astro-ph/1806.09911: The KIC 8462852 Light Curve From 2015.75 to 2018.18 Shows a Variable Secular De-
cline by Bradley E. Schaefer et al.

astro-ph/1806.10003: An almanac of predicted microlensing events for the 21st century by D.M. Bramich, M.B.
Nielsen

astro-ph/1806.10679: Polar travelling waves in thin rotating spherical shells by F. Garcia, F.R.N. Chambers,
A.L. Watts

astro-ph/1806.10687: Debris disks with multiple absorption features in metallic lines: circumstellar or inter-
stellar origin? by D. Iglesias et al.

astro-ph/1806.11177: ExoMol line lists XXV: A hot line list for silicon sulphide, SiS by Apoorva Upadhyay et
al.

astro-ph/1806.11205: SPECULOOS: a network of robotic telescopes to hunt for terrestrial planets around the
nearest ultracool dwarfs by Laetitia Delrez et al.

astro-ph/1806.00533: Strongly localized magnetic reconnection by the super-Alfvenic shear flow by Yi-Hsin
Liu et al.

astro-ph/1806.03017: Helium-iron compounds at terapascal pressures by Bartomeu Monserrat et al.
astro-ph/1806.07262: On the co-orbital motion in Three-Body Problem: Existence of quasi-periodic

Horseshoe-shaped orbits by Laurent Niederman, Alexandre Pousse, Philippe Robutel
astro-ph/1806.08669: Two-dimensional hybrid simulations of filamentary structures and kinetic slow waves

downstream of a quasi-parallel shock by Yufei Hao et al.
astro-ph/1806.10494: Zonal-mean atmospheric dynamics of slowly-rotating terrestrial planets by G. J. Colyer,

G. K. Vallis


